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A Long “Drift Into Failure”
Long running system, with legacy requirements

Eras of modification

Addition of supplemental features to address 
changes and maintain system abstractions

Disprate, disconnected requirements gathering 

Siloed testing and validation

Early, weak stress signals missed or ignored
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www.jpaulreed.com/737max-and-us
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“We’re doing DevOps, OK?!”
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“Universal” “Automation”

Courtesy XKCD
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Abstract--This paper discusses the ways in which automation of 
industrial processes may expand rather than eliminate problems 
with the human operator. Some comments will be made on 
methods of alleviating these problems within the "classic' 
approach of leaving the operator with responsibility for 
abnormal conditions, and on the potential for continued use of 
the human operator for on-line decision-making within 
human-computer collaboration. 

Irony: combination of circumstances, the result of which is the 
direct opposite of what might be expected. 

Paradox: seemingly absurd though perhaps really well-founded 
statement. 

THE classic aim of automation is to replace human manual 
control, planning and problem solving by automatic devices and 
computers. However, as Bibby and colleagues (1975) point out: 
"even highly automated systems, such as electric power networks, 
need human beings for supervision, adjustment, main.tenance, 
expansion and improvement. Therefore one can draw the 
paradoxical conclusion that automated systems still are 
man-machine systems, for which both technical and human 
factors are important." This paper suggests that the increased 
interest in human factors among engineers reflects the irony that 
the more advanced a control system is, so the more crucial may be 
the contribution of the human operator. 

This paper is particularly concerned with control in process 
industries, although examples will be drawn from flight-deck 
automation. In process plants the different modes of operation 
may be automated to different extents, for example normal 
operation and shut-down may be atomatic while start-up and 
abnormal conditions are manual. The problems of the use of 
automatic or manual control are a function of the predictability 
of process behaviour, whatever the mode of operation. The first 
two sections of this paper discuss automatic on-line control 
where a human operator is expected to take-over in abnormal 
conditions, the last section introduces some aspects of human- 
computer collaboration in on-line control. 

1. Introduction 
The important ironies of the classic approach to automation 

lie in the expectations of the system designers, and in the nature of 
the tasks left for the human operators to carry out. 

The designer's view of the human operator may be that the 
operator is unreliable and inefficient, so should be eliminated 
from the system. There are two ironies of this attitude. One is that 

*Received 16 December 1982; revised 23 May 1983. The 
original version of this paper was presented at the 
IFAC/IFIP/IFORS/IEA Conference on Analysis, Design, and 
Evaluation of Man-Machine  Systems which was held in Baden- 
Baden, F.R.G. during September 1982. The published proceed- 
ings of this IFAC meeting may be ordered from Pergamon Press 
Ltd, Headington Hill Hall, Oxford OX3 0BW, U.K. This paper 
was recommended for publication in revised form by editor A. 
Sage. 
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designer errors can be a major source of operating problems. 
Unfortunately people who have collected data on this are 
reluctant to publish them, as the actual figures are difficult to 
interpret. (Some types of error may be reported more readily than 
others, and there may be disagreement about their origin.) The 
second irony is that the designer who tries to eliminate the 
operator still leaves the operator to do the tasks which the 
designer cannot think how to automate. It is this approach which 
causes the problems to be discussed here, as it means that the 
operator can be left with an arbitrary collection of tasks, and little 
thought may have been given to providing support for them. 

1.1. Tasks after automation. There are two general categories 
of task left for an operator in an automated system. He may be 
expected to monitor that the automatic system is operating 
correctly, and if it is not he may be expected to call a more 
experienced operator or to take-over himself. We will discuss the 
ironies of manual take-over first, as the points made also have 
implications for monitoring. To take over and stabilize the 
process requires manual control skills, to diagnose the fault as a 
basis for shut down or recovery requires cognitive skills. 

1.1.1. Manual control skills. Several studies (Edwards and Lees, 
1974) have shown the difference between inexperienced and 
experienced process operators making a step change. The 
experienced operator makes the minimum number of actions, 
and the process output moves smoothly and quickly to the new 
level, while with an inexperienced operator it oscillates round the 
target value. Unfortunately, physical skills deteriorate when they 
are not used, particularly the refinements of gain and timing. This 
means that a formerly experienced operator who has been 
monitoring an automated process may now be an inexperienced 
one. If he takes over he may set the process into oscillation. He 
may have to wait for feedback, rather than controlling by open- 
loop, and it will be difficult for him to interpret whether the 
feedback shows that there is something wrong with the system or 
more simply that he has misjudged his control action. He will 
need to make actions to counteract his ineffective control, which 
will add to his work load. When manual take-over is needed there 
is likely to be something wrong with the process, so that unusual 
actions will be needed to control it, and one can argue that the 
operator needs to be more rather than less skilled, and less rather 
than more loaded, than average. 

1.1.2. Cognitive skills. 
Long-term knowledge: An operator who finds out how to 

control the plant for himself, without explicit training, uses a set 
of propositions about possible process behaviour, from which he 
generates strategies to try (e.g. Bainbridge, 1981). Similarly an 
operator will only be able to generate successful new strategies for 
unusual situations if he has an adequate knowledge of the 
process. There are two problems with this for 'machine-minding' 
operators. One is that efficient retrieval of knowledge from long- 
term memory depends on frequency of use (consider any subject 
which you passed an examination in at school and have not 
thought about since). The other is that this type of knowledge 
develops only through use and feedback about its effectiveness. 
People given this knowledge in theoretical classroom instruction 
without appropriate practical exercises will probably not 
understand much of it, as it will not be within a framework which 
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Ironic Automation
Manual skills deteriorate when they are not used.

The generation of “new strategies” requires an adequate 
knowledge of the [system].

“There is some concern that the present generation of automated 
systems, which are monitored by former manual operators, are 
riding on their skills, which later generations of operators cannot be 
expected to have.”

Automation generally requires a speed versus correctness tradeoff. 

Automation can camouflage current system state.
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Ironic Automation, continued
Automatic systems should fail obviously.
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Ironic Automation, continued
Automatic systems should fail obviously.


Tracing the decision trees made by algorithms can be 
difficult (or today, impossible).


This leads to the inability to fully understand the current 
context of the system when you are paged.
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What it is doing now?!

What will it do next?

How did I get into 
this mode?

Why 
did 
it 

do 
this?

Stop interrupting me 
while I’m busy!

I know there is some way to get it 
to do what I want…

How do I stop it 
from doing this?
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Ironic Automation, continued
Automatic systems should fail obviously.


Tracing the decision trees made by algorithms can be 
difficult (or impossible).


This leads to the inability to fully understand the current 
context of the system when you are paged.


“It is ironic to train operators to follow instructions, and 
then put them in the system to provide intelligence to it.”
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Other Problematic Automation Aspects
Automation often 
disconnected or treated 
distinctly from the application.


Automation is not co-evolved 
with the application or treated 
as a product.


Teams can (oddly?) devalue 
the implementation /
ownership of automation 
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Joint Cognitive System
Operators

Autonomy

Authority

Directed Attention

Redirectability

Interpredictability
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“Coordination”
Technologists often mistake 

connectivity 

(the technical capability to 
connect to disparate parties 

and data sources) 

for coordination. 

— Dave Woods
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The “Animacy” Paradox
Automated systems, as they increase in 

autonomy and authority 
have two kinds of interpretations
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So… 
We Just Stop 
 Automating 
Anything?! 
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So… 
We Just Stop 
 Automating 
Anything?! 

(No.)
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A Manifesto
We’re obsessed in medicine 
with having great components— 
the best drugs, 
the best devices, 
the best specialists— 
but pay little attention to 
how to make them 
fit together well. 

— Atul Gawande
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The Real Value: A Requirements Spec

Courtesy XKCD
#SREcon @jpaulreed

https://xkcd.com/1319/
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Version Control: Mattering. Still.

We found that having branches or forks with very short 
lifetimes (less than a day) before being merged into trunk, 
and less than three active branches in total, are important 
aspects of continuous delivery, and all contribute to 
higher performance. So does merging code into trunk 
or master on a daily basis. Teams that don’t have code 
freeze periods (when people can’t merge code or pull 
requests) also achieve higher performance.

Overall, the technical practices that we found to be 
significant this year, along with their impact on culture 
and performance, are shown below in Figure 1. Findings 
that are new this year are shown in bold.

Lower change fail rates

Comprehensive, fast and reliable 
test and deployment automation

Trunk-based development
 and continuous integration

Effective test data management

Together, the factors 
on the left model 

continuous delivery, 
which leads to...

Application code and app & system 
configuration all in version control

Incorporating security (and security teams) 
into the delivery process

Lower levels of deployment pain

Less rework

Higher levels of 
org performance

(productivity, market 
share, profitability)

Identifying strongly with 
the organization you work for

Higher levels of IT performance 
(higher throughput and stability)

Generative, performance-oriented culture 
(per Westrum’s model)

Figure 1
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Version Control: Mattering. Still.

And yet…

⁉
#SREcon @jpaulreed



Dealing With the Ironies
Engage in practices that cultivate ability to “buy time”


Simulation (i.e. Chaos Engineering, game days, etc.)


Widen system understanding


“Checks” over “locks”


Consider the element of time pressures when designing 
automation

#SREcon @jpaulreed



Framing Automation Coherently
Chef / Puppet / Ansible / etc.

QuickRelease


Execute and Verify

Rerun single steps

Automatic logging

#SREcon @jpaulreed

https://github.com/preed/quickrelease
https://github.com/preed/quickrelease


The Checklist™

#SREcon @jpaulreed



Framing Automation Coherently
Chef / Puppet / Ansible / etc.

QuickRelease


Execute and Verify

Rerun single steps

Automatic logging


Rerun

#SREcon @jpaulreed

https://github.com/preed/quickrelease
https://rerun.github.io/rerun/
https://github.com/preed/quickrelease
https://rerun.github.io/rerun/
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Operators Automation

Autonomy

Authority

Directed Attention

Redirectability

Interpredictability

Improving Coordination

#SREcon @jpaulreed



Operators Automation

Autonomy

Authority

Limited Control Span

Decomposable Stop/
Start

Interpredictability

Improving Coordination

#SREcon @jpaulreed



Improving Coordination
Operators Automation

Autonomy

Authority

Limited Control Span

Decomposable Stop/
Start

Interpredictability

Retrospective Audit
#SREcon @jpaulreed



So… 
We Can Keep 
 Automating 

Things?? 

(Yes!)
#SREcon @jpaulreed



Automation Isn’t 
“Dangerous” 

(usually) 

but the way 
Our Industry 

Thinks About It… 
Can Be.

#SREcon @jpaulreed



Automation 
Must 

Be Designed. 

(And That’s a Team Sport.)

#SREcon @jpaulreed



Automation 
Should 

Be Treated 
Like a Product 

(With an Owner) 
#SREcon @jpaulreed



Automation 
That Truly 

Participates in Our 
Cognitive Joint Systems  

Is Still 
Nacent

#SREcon @jpaulreed



J. Paul Reed
www.jpaulreed.com
@jpaulreed

Go forth…
and
Automate!

http://www.jpaulreed.com
https://twitter.com/jpaulreed
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